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Purpose

 In order to provide investors with a comprehensive hedging 

channel and more trading opportunities, TAIFEX continue to add 

products to after-hours session according to market demand. 

 Recently, single stock futures (including ETF Futures) has grown 

significantly in trading volume and become one of the main 

products of Taiwan futures market. TAIFEX plans to add ETF 

futures to after-hours session, providing ETF investors with a 

hedging channel to adjust positions in responding to the change of 

the international market and to reduce overnight risks.
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Listed Products and Trading Hours



Listed Products Selection

 Using ETF size and ETF futures trading volume as criteria to select currently 

listed ETF futures to be included in night trading.
 ETF size：the Net Asset Values of underlying Taiwan stock ETFs are both more than NT$100 billion , 

while the NAVs of underlying mainland China stock ETFs are between NT$1.1 billion and NT$5.1 billion.

 ETF futures trading volume： The highest average daily volume(ADV) is 2,080 lots of Yuanta Taiwan 

50ETF futures, and the ADVs of the rest ETF futures are all less than 1,000 lots.

Category Products
2021

ETF NAV 
2019ADV

(lots)

2020ADV

(lots)

2021ADV

(lots)

2021Average 

OI(lots)

Taiwan

Yuanta/P-shares Taiwan Top 50 ETF

Futures
NT$ 176bn 1,082 1,872 2,080 8,718

Yuanta/P-shares Taiwan Dividend Plus 

ETF Futures
NT$ 113bn 11 27 12 59

Mainland 

China

Fubon SSE180 ETF Futures NT$ 5.0bn 1,360 748 426 2,263

Cathay FTSE China A50 ETF Futures NT$ 3.7bn 815 342 132 521

Fubon SZSE 100 Index ETF Futures NT$ 1.8bn 315 269 225 650

W.I.S.E. Yuanta/P-shares CSI 300 ETF 

Futures
NT$ 3.0bn 266 168 33 123

Yuanta/P-shares SSE50 ETF Futures NT$ 1.3bn 188 82 27 122

Capital SZSE SME Price Index ETF

Futures
NT$ 1.4bn 246 148 47 105

FH CSI300 ETF Futures NT $1.0bn 115 80 17 75 5



Market Demand of Yuanta/P-shares 

Taiwan Top 50 ETF Futures 
 Adding Yuanta/P-shares Taiwan Top 50 ETF Futures to after-hours 

session

 The participants in TAIFEX’s night trading are mainly individual investors and 

foreign investors. 70% of the day trading volume of Yuanta Taiwan 50 ETF Futures

are from individual investors and foreign investors.

 TSMC accounts for about 50% of the weight of the Taiwan 50 Index and has issued 

ADRs in the United States. During after-hours session, the ETF futures fluctuate 

with global market and attract traders.

 TX, MTX, TE, and ZEF are also included in the after-hours session and may be 

used for spread trading strategies with Yuanta Taiwan 50 ETF Futures.

商品
2021

ADV

(lots)

Trading Statistics-by Participants(%)

Individual 

Investors

Foreign 

Investors

Market 

Markers

Proprietary 

traders

Other 

Institutional 

Investors

Yuanta/P-shares Taiwan Top 

50 ETF Futures
2,080 17.1 53.8 2.7 9.6 16.8
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Trading Hours

 After-hours session：17:25~ 05:00 of the following day

 All ETF futures will start trading at 17:25 in the after-hours  session.

The main reason is that there are still operations need to be 

processed after the open interest(OI) for the day no longer changes.

 According to Article 29 of the single stock futures trading rules, any 

contract month of pre-adjustment contract that has zero open positions 

after close of market on any business day will be delisted. Only those 

whose OI is not zero can continue to be listed for trading in after-hours 

session.

 In case of ETF distribution of income, the list indicating the 

adjustments in terms of addition to buy-side equity amount and 

deduction from sell-side equity amount can only be produced after 

completion of position adjustment. 
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New Trading Practices Due to ETF 

Futures Characteristics



Practices of Night Trading In 

Response To Spot Market Events

 ETF futures included in night trading, the handling method and 

timing of various spot market events.

9

Spot Market Events
Futures Markets

Handling Method Effective Time

ETF Distribution of Income Contract Adjustment
The after-hours session preceding the effective date 

of contract adjustments(i.e. ex-dividend date)

ETF Split / Reverse Split Contract Adjustment
Same as current, effective in regular session of the 

effective date of contract adjustments

Small ETF Size, Poor ETF 

Liquidity, ETF Suspension 

of Margin Financing and 

Securities Lending

Suspension of the Listing of 

New Contract Months
Same as Current, effective in regular session

Trading Suspension of ETF
Trading Suspension of ETF 

Futures

From the after-hours session preceding the trading 

suspension date of ETF

Trading Resumption of ETF
Trading Resumption of ETF 

Futures

Same as Current, effective in regular session of the 

trading resumption date of ETF

Delisting of ETF Delisting of ETF Futures
Same as Current, all contract months will end in 

the regular session of the Final trading day



Practices of Night Trading In Response 

To Contract Adjustments

 Timing and handling method for ETF futures included in after-hours 

session to adjust the contract in accordance with corporate actions

 Those that do not involve changing ticker symbol (such as ETF distribution 

of income)

 Contract adjustment method: adjust opening reference price (i.e. daily 

settlement price deduct the cash dividend), and adjust the buy-side and sell-

side equity amount (the addition to the buy-side equity amount and the 

deduction from the sell-side equity amount).

 Effective time: the contract adjustment will be made in the after-hours session 

preceding the effective date of contract adjustments(i.e. ex-dividend date), and 

the contract will still be traded in that after-hours session.

 Special case :if the investment trust company announces the revision of the 

distribution income amount on the day before the effective date of contract 

adjustments(i.e. ex-dividend date), it will be corrected in the regular session on 

the effective date of contract adjustments(i.e. ex-dividend date).
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Practices of Night Trading In Response 

To Contract Adjustments (Cont.)

 Those involve changing ticker symbol (such as ETF split or reverse 

split)

 Contract adjustment method: change the ticker symbol, adjust the 

underlying assets and the futures opening reference price.

 Effective time: the contract adjustment will still be made in regular 

session on the effective date of contract adjustments, and the trading 

will be suspended in the after-hours session preceding the effective 

date of contract adjustments.
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 Sample： Yuanta Taiwan 50 ETF distributes income on July 21(ex-dividend date), 

$0.35 per unit. The daily settlement price of NYF July contract on July 20 is $137.25.

 Assuming NYF is eligible to night trading, the contract adjustment will be made in the 

night session preceding the ex-dividend date .

 Contract adjustment method：adjust opening reference price and adjust the buy-side and 

sell-side equity amount.

Day Session
The original contract

adjustment will 

take effect before the 

market opens on 7/21

Day Session

7/20

Night Session
(1)The contract 

adjustment will take

effect before the 

market opens on 7/20

night session

(2)Remains trading

7/21(ex-dividend date)

Night Session

Contract Adjustment Sample -- ETF 

Distribution of Income

Items Post Contract Adjustments

Ticker symbol NYF(remains the same)

Opening 

reference price

136.9(=137.25-0.35)

Underlying 

asset 

10,000 of ex-dividend Yuanta/P-shares 

Taiwan Top 50 ETF 

Contract value NYF futures price x 10,000

Equity 

adjustment 

Buy-side equity addition：＋$3,500

($0.35x10,000 units) 

Sell-side equity deduction：－$3,500

($0.35x10,000 units) 12



Clearing



Process of clearing(1)

 Daily settlement and expiration date settlement process

 The  settlement of ETF futures contracts only take place in regular 

trading session. Same as the other contracts that trade in after-hours  

session.

 Position handling and balance calculating process

 Positions in ETF futures trading contracts that are transacted during the 

after-hours session will be included, prior of the following regular 

session, into the positions of the regular session. Same as the other 

contracts that trade in after-hours session.

 FCM may make query of the trading contracts that are transacted 

during the after-hours session and the balance of position during the 

regular session via Message Transport System.
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Process of clearing(2)

 The adjustment procedure of contracts

 In tandem with the contract adjustments in connection with a cash

dividend distribution or income distribution, TAIFEX will, at 17:00

on the business day before the effective date, produce a list

indicating the adjustments in terms of addition to buy-side equity

amount as well as deduction from sell-side equity amount. Before

7:00 on the effective date, make the adjustments in terms of addition

to buy-side equity amount as well as deduction from sell-side equity

amount according to the position on the previous business day.

 FCMs should, on the effective date, make the adjustments

accordingly before the regular trading session based on the contract

adjustment notice and the positions on the previous business day.
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Process of clearing(3)

 The adjustment procedure of ETF futures contracts in the after-

hours session

 If ETF futures are included in the after-hours session and the

underlying beneficiary certificate is making a distribution of

income, TAIFEX will, about 15:30 on the business day before the

effective date, make the adjustments in terms of addition to buy-

side equity amount as well as deduction from sell-side equity

amount according to the position in the regular session, and produce

a list indicating the adjustments.

 FCMs should make the adjustments accordingly before the after-

hours session based on the contract adjustment notice and the

positions in the regular session.
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Process of clearing(4)

 The adjustment procedure of ETF futures contracts in the after-

hours session

 If the issuer of the underlying beneficiary certificate adjusts the

amount of the distribution of income on the business day before the

effective date, TAIFEX will, before 7:00 on the effective date,

make the adjustments in terms of addition to buy-side equity

amount as well as deduction from sell-side equity amount according

to the position on the previous business day.

 FCMs should, on the effective date, make the adjustments

accordingly before the regular session based on the contract

adjustment notice and the positions on the previous business day.
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FCM Risk Control for Clients(1)

 Margin collection rules for ETF futures contracts traded in the

after-hours session

 The same as the regular session. In accordance with the amount

of margin and the method of calculation and collection

announced by the TAIFEX.

 Margin adjustment takes effect after the close of the next regular

session following the announcement date.

 Adjusted margin applies to open positions remaining after the

close of regular session for the day, as well as to new orders

placed in the day's after-hour session.
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FCM Risk Control for Clients(2)

 Designated as products exempted from liquidation on behalf of a

principal in the after-hours session

 In consideration of the underlying cash market is not open for trading in the

after-hours session, ETF futures is designated by TAIFEX as one of the

products exempted from liquidation on behalf of a principal in the after-

hours session.

 In the after-hours session, if an account’s equity falls below the maintenance

margin and only retains open positions in products exempted from

liquidation on behalf of a principal, the FCM will not issue a high-risk-

account notification; in addition, if the risk indicator falls below the FCM’s

standard for liquidation on behalf of the principal, the FCM will not execute

the liquidation process on such products.

 The calculation of risk terms such as “equity” and “risk indicator” shall

be handled in accordance with the relevant regulations of the Chinese

National Futures Association.
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Surveillance



Position Limit

 Intraday real time individual traders’ position limits are monitored by TAIFEX
and notifications are automatically transmitted to FCMs when the limits are
exceeded.

 Total market position limit

 New practice

When after-hours session eligible ETF products’ total market position ratio hits/falls below to specific limits, 

TAIFEX will timely inform FCMs and appose/lift new order restriction 10 minutes prior to the session’s open.

Type of the 

Underlying 

Security 

Limits Note

Single stock

When the aggregate number of shares represented
by the open positions of the Single Stock Futures
and Stock Options in the same Underlying Security
after close of any regular session exceeds 15 percent
of the total number of outstanding shares of the
Underlying Security.

 TAIFEX may impose a 
restriction to the effect that 
no trades in those futures 
are allowed except to close 
out existing positions, 
starting from the next 
trading session. 

 When the percentage falls 
below 12%(stock) or 
56%(ETFs),  TAIFEX may 
remove the restriction 
starting from the next 
trading session.

ETFs

When the aggregate number of beneficial units
represented by the open positions of the Single
Stock Futures and Stock Options in the same
Underlying Security after close of any regular
session exceeds 70 percent of the total number of
outstanding beneficial units of the Underlying
Security.
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Margin Adjustment Measures

 TAIFEX will announce the temporarily increased margin levels

to 1.5x, 2x, or 3x due to underlying securities of the single stock

futures and options being subject to disposition measures

imposed by securities market.

 The margins will be effective after the close of the regular trading

session on the next business day following the day on which the

disposition in securities market takes effect.
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THANK YOU


